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“The Two books of Tang” is the history of Tang Dynasty of the Twenty-Four 
Histories. It takes great importance in the Chinese Ancient Historical Biographies. 
<The old book of Tang > has ten volumes of Emperor Biography, and 150 volumes of 
Character Biographies. And “The new book of Tang ”has twenty volumes and 150 
volumes of each. In a long period, many researchers used them and make research of 
them as the historical materials, work on distinguishing mistakes, proofing and 
complement and so on, but hardly focus on its literature values. 
The paper does research on the literary of “The Two books of Tang”
systematically and deeply. In the past researches, firstly, there were few of papers and 
books discussing the literary of “The Two book of Tang”, but values them as 
historical materials. Secondly, in the every period of Chinese Ancient Historical 
Biographies research, the researchers pay more attention to the history before Tang 
Dynasty. And there are not specialized papers or books which focus on the literary of 
“The two books of Tang”. The paper not only combing the narrative features of “The 
two books of Tang” with the west Narratology theory, but also generalizing their 
outstanding figure images, and compares the text language characteristic of the two 
books, and finally the succession from the former period literatures. Some of the 
paragraphs are of somewhat originality. The whole paper summarizes the literary 
values of “The two books of Tang ” systematically. 
The main body of this paper builds up with four parts. 
The first part mainly researches on the narrative characteristic of “The two books 
of Tang”. Section one mainly researches on the lyric feature of the narrative. Section 
two focuses on the narrative density. Second three researches on the various kinds of 
narrative techniques, mainly includes: contrast, coincidence, suspense and elaborating. 
And Section four researches on the narrative sequence including narration, narration 















The second part researches on the figure description of “The two books of Tang”. 
Section one analyzes on the character description techniques, mainly divided into: the 
refining generalization of character, characterization with figure language and actions, 
contrast between figures and characterization in details. Section two summarizes the 
basic structure of the character biographies. Section four combs the figure image 
series of Tang Dynasty in “The two books of Tang” with four classes: fumiomi, 
military officers, literati and women.  
The third part analyzes the distinguishing feature of the language in the character 
biographies. Section one is about the character language feature, analyze the language 
in remonstrate, the personality that showed in the character language, section two 
researches the language features in the writer’s critics of the character biographies in 
<The two books of Tang>, and comparatively analyzes the differences between <the 
Old book of Tang> and <the New book of Tang>, also involves the causes. 
The fourth part talks about the successions of previous literature and the 
influence at the later literature. Section one is the succession and section two combs 
the factors affect the literary of “The two books of Tang”, section three talks about the 
changing process of the essays through the Tang Dynasty to the Song Dynasty.  
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